
Education desperately 
needs a change...

We are that 
change, and 
fearless learning 
is the way.

a disruption at its core and 
a brave new take on the 
way things are done. 

But as it stands now, we have a very real problem. 
Of people with reading difficulties, 70-80% are likely to have 
some form of dyslexia. It is estimated that 20% of all students 
are affected. Moreover, up to 7% of all students suffer from 
severe difficulty performing math calculations known as 
dyscalculia. Wheeling Country Day School (WCDS), a 
501(c)3 nonprofit, has a scalable solution in Edge, a newly- 
branded literacy and math virtual learning program. 
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Learning Challenges

INTRODUCING EDGE:
A Literacy and Math 
Virtual Learning Program
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Want to 
FearLESS 
with us?

To learn more about partnerships or to 
become an investor in this work, contact 
Theresa Kowcheck (Director) at 
tkowcheck@wcdsedu.com or 
call 304-232-2430 and ask for Edge.

We’re seeking interested 
out-of-school time 
partners. We’re expanding 
partnerships with higher 
education to grow our 
network of tutors.

Bringing Fearless Learning to Every Student 
Edge brings fearless learning to students everywhere, embracing the challenges and beauty 
of the brain while removing the pain and chore of surviving school.

      It develops courage to dive headlong into learning with no need for a net. 
             It supports learning with no fear. 

We’ve been at this work for over a decade at our Wheeling, West Virginia location. Now, 
we’re leveraging technology to scale our reach to support young people who learn reading 
and math differently throughout our greater region. We’re currently piloting programs in 
partnership with out-of-school time networks including The Boys & Girls Club, West Virginia 
University’s Energy Express, and the YMCA. Educators with Edge are expertly trained in 
structured literacy to overcome learning differences in both reading and math, so students 
can thrive in and out of the classroom.


